INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with fundamental mathematical theory of fuzzy probability. "In this fuzzy mathematics, underlying logic is classical, and the aim-as in traditional mathematics-is to discover nontrivial results which can be stated as provable theorems."' As classical measure theory, fuzzy algebra, fuzzy o-algebra and fuzzy probability, whose a-additivity is characterized by the countable uncoincident fuzzy event and operation @ [CS] , are introduced. The main result of this paper is a extension theorem of fuzzy probability from a fuzzy algebra to the fuzzy a-algebra generated by it. Finally the relation between fuzzy probability and classical probability is expressed by a integral formula, which is offered by Zadeh as the definition of fuzzy probability.
FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY EVENTS
As in classical probability theory, an abstract space D is called the certain event, and the fuzzy set in Q is a mapping from Q to [0, I] , denoted by A, B,.... Here we shall discuss following operations of fuzzy sets: Next we shall show that .M(J&') is closed under operation U by the following steps:
. The result of ( 1) is obvious because .r9 is a fuzzy algebra.
In the same way we can prove .&'~.&(,c9). Therefore we have A u BE M(.ti). It is easy to prove that J(J&') is closed under operations L', 0 and 0 by using the same method as above. So .M(,al) is a a-algebra. We know JY(&') ~,d. Then A(d) 3%q.r4). Suppose 52 is a abstract space and a is a fuzzy a-algebra in Q. Then (Q, B) is called a fuzzy measurable space and every A in g is called a 55 measurable fuzzy set. Like classical probability every A in g is also called a fuzzy event. If A = 0, then we call A an empty set or the impossible event, denoted by 4. If A = 1, then we call A the certain event, denoted by Sz. Then 7t is called the probability on .d. We shall show that k has the following properties:
Now we shall show (5). Before that we shall point out that if A E ~2, then z(f aA)=&z(A). It is obvious that n(A)= n[(i OA)@($ GA
(1) 0, 4, 1 EK,
Suppose that k, t k. Then we have k, 0 A t k 0 A. Since k, E K we have k,A<l and x(k,aA)=k,n(A). Let n-co; we obtain kAQ1 and n(k 0 A) = kx(A). Then k E K. If k, 1 K, then using the same method we can also prove k E K. From (2) and (3) it is obvious that K is closed. Therefore KZ [0, 11. If c1 E [0, co) and CYA d 1, then there exists an integer n such that u/n E [0, 1 ] c K. Thus we have Finally, it is obvious that for any CI E [0, 11, we have n(a) = Z(C( 0 Q) = LXX(Q) = c(. This is the result of (1). DEFINITION 4. Let Q be an abstract space, g be a fuzzy a-algebra in Q and 7~ be probability on B. Then (Q, B, n) is called a fuzzy probability space. 4 . EXTENSION THEOREM THEOREM 3. If (9, V, p) is a classical probability space then the fuzzy class:
g= {A:O<A< 1 and A is W-measurable)
is a,firzzy a-algebra, and ?r(A)=jA dP ,fbr any' A E J is probability on ,fuzzJi a-algebru 9. In this case (Q, d, n) is called u ,fUx? probability space generated by (Q, %, p).
Proof
It is easy to prove by using the properties of measurable functions and its integrals. THEOREM 4. If (Q, @, 71 ) is a fuzzy probability space, then there exists u classical probability space (52, %', p) such that (62, 69, TC) is generated b? (Q, g, P).
Proof: It is easy to prove that 55' = {C: I,. E ti) is a-algebra and P(C) = n(rc) for any CE% is probability. Also using the properties of measurable functions and its integrals we can obtain the result of That is, (Q, 98(d) , n,) is the extension of 71, and (Q, g(d), 7~~) is generated by (Q> 44, P).
Proof. At first we shall construct a vector space d from &. Next we shall prove that d is a lattice. Then we shall extent rc from d to & and obtain a linear functional E on 6, which will have continuity property: X, JO =z= E(X,,) JO. Using Daniell's reasult (Proposition 11.7.1 of [ 31) We shall obtain a probability P on a(&'). Then we shall use P to constract a fuzzy probability space (Sz, B(d), n,). In this way we shall complete the proof.
(1) Let It is obvious that for any XEJ?, kE (-03, co) =j kXE 6. Suppose Xi, X, E 6. Then there exist CC~E [0, co), A,E d, i= 1,2, 3,4, So we obtain 
